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a b s t r a c t 

The effects of thoracic endovascular repair (TEVAR) on the biomechanical properties of aortic tissue 

have not been adequately studied. Understanding these features is important for the management of 

endograft-triggered complications of a biomechanical nature. This study aims to examine how stent-graft 

implantation affects the elastomechanical behavior of the aorta. Non-pathological human thoracic aortas 

(n = 10 ) were subjected to long-standing perfusion (8h) within a mock circulation loop under physiologi- 

cal conditions. To quantify compliance and its mismatch in the test periods without and with a stent, the 

aortic pressure and the proximal cyclic circumferential displacement were measured. After perfusion, bi- 

axial tension tests (stress-stretch) were carried out to examine the stiffness profiles between non-stented 

and stented tissue, followed by a histological assessment. Experimental evidence shows: (i) a significant 

reduction in aortic distensibility after TEVAR, indicating aortic stiffening and compliance mismatch, (ii) a 

stiffer behavior of the stented samples compared to the non-stented samples with an earlier entry into 

the nonlinear part of the stress-stretch curve and (iii) strut-induced histological remodeling of the aortic 

wall. The biomechanical and histological comparison of the non-stented and stented aortas provides new 

insights into the interaction between the stent-graft and the aortic wall. The knowledge gained could 

refine the stent-graft design to minimize the stent-induced impacts on the aortic wall and the resulting 

complications. 

Statement of significance 

Stent-related cardiovascular complications occur the moment the stent-graft expands on the human aor- 

tic wall. Clinicians base their diagnosis on the anatomical morphology of CT scans while neglecting the 

endograft-triggered biomechanical events that compromise aortic compliance and wall mechanotrans- 

duction. Experimental replication of endovascular repair in cadaver aortas within a mock circulation loop 

may have a catalytic effect on biomechanical and histological findings without an ethical barrier. Demon- 

strating interactions between the stent and the wall can help clinicians make a broader diagnosis such as 

ECG-triggered oversizing and stent-graft characteristics based on patient-specific anatomical location and 

age. In addition, the results can be used to optimize towards more aortophilic stent grafts. 

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd on behalf of Acta Materialia Inc. 

This is an open access article under the CC BY license ( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ ) 
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. Introduction 

Patients with pathologies of the thoracic aorta, including but 

ot limited to aneurysms, dissection, and blunt aortic injury [1] , 

enefit from endovascular repair (TEVAR) [2,3] . Local endograft- 

nduced biomechanical events within the aortic wall might be re- 
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ponsible for global graft-related complications such as endoleaks, 

raft migration, and infolding. Insufficient understanding of these 

ascular ramifications makes it difficult to manage them and 

chieve long-term successful repair [4,5] . The clinical TEVAR suc- 

ess is determined by the interaction of the rigid shape-memory 

tent-graft and the impact on the mechanical properties of the 

orta; related to blood pressure and pulse wave velocity (PWV) af- 

er the implantation as well as the stent-graft design itself [4,6] . 

Technological advances have resulted in self-expandable en- 

ografts that perform closer to, but fall short of, native compli- 

nce. The self-expandability feature provides radial support, lim- 

ts collapse and with an oversizing of 10 − 20% , the excessive ra- 

ial forces are expected to be minimized [7] . However, the biome- 

hanical effects of stenting on global compliance and on the local 

issues remain unclear. Undoubtedly, the implantation of a stiffer 

rosthesis compromises the elastic nature of the aorta [8] and this 

lastomechanical gap between the aortic wall and the stent-graft 

s known as the concept of ‘compliance mismatch’ [9] . 

Aortic compliance sustains dynamically the mechanical load 

jected from the left ventricle in the form of pressure and volume. 

uring systole, the aortic wall expands to relieve pressure load and 

ccommodate half the stroke volume. This allows the wall to tran- 

ition smoothly into diastole while contracting to maintain contin- 

ous blood flow [10] . This behavior is orchestrated by the three 

oncentric and discreet zones of the aortic wall: the intima, me- 

ia, and adventitia as well as their cellular contents of endothe- 

ial cells (ECs), smooth muscle cells (SMCs), and fibroblasts, re- 

pectively. The dynamic core of the aorta lies within the medial 

atrix, where SMCs secret elastin and collagen; arranged in elas- 

ic lamellae. The elastin content therein defines the wall elastic- 

ty, while collagen is responsible for the maximal distensibility of 

he wall and helps with overstretching [11,12] . In the healthy adult 

orta, the number of lamellae along with their thickness depends 

n the blood pressure-volume interplay and age [13] . With age, the 

MCs decrease, the elastic fibers are fragmented, while the colla- 

en fibers increase [12,14] . Therefore, the aorta stiffens naturally 

nd consequently compliance reduces, as described in [15,16] . An- 

ther age-related stiffening process concerns diffuse intimal fibro- 

is. Gradually, collagen deposition transforms a denser fiber net- 

ork in the intima, resulting in a thicker intima [17] and presum- 

bly a stiffer aortic wall. 

The physiological hemodynamic interaction of blood pressure 

nd aortic wall maintains canonical pathways and matrix integrity 

18] . However, the deployment of a stent-graft against the aor- 

ic wall compromises the lumen-wall interaction and physiological 

ayer-to-layer communication. The lumen-wall interface disrupts 

he cyclic hemodynamic stimulus to the SMCs required to main- 

ain wall homeostasis. From a mechanobiological point of view, the 

tent-induced local wall deformation might influence the EC-SMC 

rosstalk and its phenotype, and finally induce extracellular ma- 

rix (ECM) remodeling. The stented aorta encounters altered ten- 

ile stress, shear stress, and SMCs show less contraction [19] . Non- 

hysiological mechanotransduction can express matrix proteases 

MMPs) or dysfunctional collagen. Ergo, the aortic wall stiffens due 

o elastin loss (e.g., matrix proteolysis or elastin rupture) and can 

rigger collagen overexpression after stent-induced vessel injury 

20,21] . 

In addition to the pathophysiological stiffening, the aorta it- 

elf adopts the global compliance of the stent-graft; leading to 

 compliance mismatch. The degree of mismatch is inextricably 

inked to the oversizing of the stent-graft. Clinically, an oversizing 

f 10 − 30% is targeted, but consensus on accuracy is lacking. This 

ange appears to be beneficial due to adequate proximal sealing 

nd in combination with self-expandable grafts to achieve the de- 

ired radial force. It should be noted that there is no standard di- 

gnostic procedure (i.e. association of systole-diastole scanning, hy- 
171 
ertension, blood flow characteristics, etc.) and the oversizing deci- 

ion based on patient-specific clinical screening is still an estimate 

22,23] . Another concern arises from the unknown elastin content, 

hich varies in each patient and poses a risk during implanta- 

ion. Despite the benefits of some oversizing, it can increase the 

ompliance gap and influence the elastomechanical performance of 

he aorta. Therefore, it can be assumed that from a biomechani- 

al point of view, there are two stent-graft manifestations towards 

ortic stiffening: 

i) Global effect: Radial deployment of the stent-graft overstretches 

the aortic wall and the fibers therein both in the longitudi- 

nal and circumferential direction. Thus, wall distensibility could 

reach its dilatation threshold while the cyclic pressure wave 

helps to overextend the wall beyond this point. Permanent 

overstretching of the wall can progressively lead to elastin loss, 

which in turn reduces aortic compliance. These events pro- 

mote vascular stiffness and force the wall to expand uniformly. 

Continuous uniform overstretching can also damage the colla- 

gen fibers [11,20] . As a consequence, the wall shifts to reduced 

elasticity that extends along the length of the stent-graft. The 

extent of its effect depends on the degree of oversizing and 

whether the stent-graft is implanted near the aortic arch; the 

latter contributes significantly ( 50% ) to the total arterial com- 

pliance [24] . 

ii) Local effect: When overstretched, the stent struts indent the in- 

timal surface, possibly the medial layer, and increase loading 

above the physiological threshold (i.e., supraphysiological load- 

ing). At the cellular level, this is perceived as damage and drives 

mechanobiological cascades both for the ECs (intima) and SMCs 

(media). Subsequently, SMCs differentiate into a synthetic phe- 

notype and deposit new collagen fibers in the media, result- 

ing in wall stiffness [25] . The depth of the indentation depends 

on the stent-graft oversizing and the designed strut size; the 

bigger these are, the deeper the indentation in the wall. Strut- 

induced damage promotes neointimal hyperplasia and medial 

thickness. Collagen fibers surrounding the strut are inevitably 

compressed (also stretched) and the amount of elastin is sig- 

nificantly less than in the uncompressed area, as reported in a 

porcine study [26] , and it could be relevant for human tissue. 

These biomechanical conditions occur locally where struts are 

present. 

Assuming these assumptions are correct, cyclic supraphysio- 

ogical loading against the aortic wall could imply overstretching, 

ocal injury, and eventually wall stiffness. The potent manifesta- 

ions mentioned above are more pronounced proximally, where 

he stent-graft is deployed and compliance is highest. The greatest 

adial forces and their effect on the wall can be expected at the 

ontact point. Therefore, the focus of interest is on the proximal 

rea, which is prone to stent-related complications [5] . 

Aortic compliance is determined by biomechanical events 

27,28] and to understand this, the post-TEVAR results need to be 

ccelerated. To the author’s knowledge, these biomechanical mani- 

estations have not yet been reported for human tissue. This can be 

chieved with an in vitro environment that simulates the hemody- 

amics of the aorta, such as a mock circulation loop (MCL) specif- 

cally designed to test stented arteries [29] . To date, compliance 

ismatch and post-TEVAR stiffness results have been studied in 

uman autopsies or animal tissues and often neglect the factor of 

versizing. 

Numerous clinical studies have reported compliance mismatch 

sing PWV, the gold standard indicator of aortic stiffness [30–33] . 

oussef et al. [33] conducted a comparative study by reporting 

ncreased PWV in the TEVAR group, which was oversized by 10 

o 20% compared to the control group, indicating increased aor- 

ic stiffness. In another clinical study, increased PWV was reported 
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ost-TEVAR with the stent-graft being responsible for discounting 

he pulsatile waves [31] . The PWV-based study [34] reported in- 

reased aortic stiffness in 40 patients undergoing TEVAR, but the 

xtent of oversizing is not mentioned. In a systematic review, clin- 

cians use patient databases to argue the extent of oversizing [23] . 

lthough there was no clear result regarding oversizing, the au- 

hors concluded that oversizing should remain below 30% . 

In a study consistent with this conclusion, pigs underwent 

EVAR in four different oversized groups, where the authors rec- 

mmended an oversize below 30% [26] . Strain strength findings 

ere compared to a group without a stent. Elasticity decreased 

ignificantly in the stented group and continued to decrease with 

ach subsequent oversizing. Recently, in vitro experiments were 

erformed with 10% oversized porcine aortas in an MCL [35] . By 

easuring the PWV in a variety of stent-grafts, the stiffness of the 

orta increases after deployment [36] . Moreover, the magnitude of 

tiffness was correlated with the stent-graft length; the longer it is, 

he more pronounced the induced vascular effects should be [35] . 

he same group employed an MCL to perform TEVAR experiments 

n porcine aortic tissue under constant pressure. They reported a 

wo-fold stiffening post-TEVAR, a strain mismatch in the longitu- 

inal direction [37] , and the radial direction [38] . The elastome- 

hanical properties of human aortas in an MCL under cyclic perfu- 

ion have been studied [15] . The aim was to compare changes in 

iameter-based compliance between aortic grafts [39,40] and non- 

tented descending aortas correlating stiffness variations with age. 

 significant compliance difference in material characterization be- 

ween the non-stented human aortic wall and the graft was high- 

ighted [15] . 

While results from porcine studies provide insight into aspects 

f stenting, they cannot be directly extrapolated to human. Of im- 

ortance and relevance is the experimental investigation of stented 

uman aortas to accelerate post-TEVAR outcomes and to assist 

he development of more aortophilic endovascular prostheses. This 

tudy aims to replicate the TEVAR procedure in vitro and investi- 

ate the biomechanical effects of the stent-graft in relation to over- 

izing. Stenting of pathological aortas may not alter the already 

ompromised elastomechanical properties of the tissue. Hence, to 

uantify the stent-induced loss of elasticity, stented non-diseased 

uman aortas of different ages and oversizes are dynamically per- 

used in an MCL under a healthy state. By comparing the proxi- 

al tissues without and with a stent, this study elaborates: (i) aor- 

ic compliance of pre- and post-stented periods, (ii) biomechanical 

nalysis using strength and stiffness profiles, and (iii) histological 

bservations of the two conditions. 

. Materials and methods 

.1. Preparation of aortas 

Non-diseased thoracic aortas of human cadavers ( n = 9 ), in ad- 

ition to age-relevant calcification, aged 38 to 81 years (mean age 

2 . 6 ± 11 . 2 years) were obtained from the Diagnostic and Research 

nstitute of Pathology, Medical University of Graz, Austria. The in- 

estigated specimens were explanted and collected during routine 

linical autopsies, and the morphology of the aortic arch was re- 

pected. The use of donor specimens was approved by the Ethics 

ommittee at the Medical University of Graz ( 32 − 451 ex 19 / 20 ).

utopsy protocol dictates that bodies be refrigerated after death. 

o ensure tissue integrity, autopsies showing a cold ischemic time 

onger than 24 hours were not accepted for this study. The cold 

schemic time refers to the interim time between the declaration 

f death and tissue recovery. Table 1 summarizes the specifications 

f all donors, including cold ischemic times, aortic and stent-graft 

imensions. Within two hours of autopsy, specimens were tested 

n the MCL to minimize the progression of autolysis and degrada- 
172 
ion of tissue integrity. After removal of the periaortic adipose tis- 

ue, the aortic specimens were stored in transplant containers and 

ransported to the test site at 4 ◦C in a phosphate-buffered saline 

PBS) solution ( 0 . 9% w/v of NaCl). Surgical closure of the branches

as performed prior to testing to prevent leakages during testing. 

.2. Mock circulation loop 

For this study, a custom MCL was developed to test stented tho- 

acic aortas ( Fig. 1 ). Briefly, the MCL consists of a simulated left 

entricle to provide pulsatility, pressure, and flow. A unique active 

ompliance chamber was introduced into the arterial segment to 

imulate the Windkessel effect. Its movement was tuned to reform 

he cyclic pulse pressure of the arterial segment and equalize it 

ith the programmed reference pressure. The nonlinear displace- 

ent of the chamber ensures the accuracy of the aortic pressure 

 p aorta ) and the Windkessel effect. For a detailed description see 

grafiotis et al. [29] . A customized transparent testing unit with a 

eated coil was designed to submerse whole aortas in a 37 ◦C liq- 

id bath. The inlet and outlet of the testing unit are designed in 

uch a way that the aorta maintains its natural arch-shaped posi- 

ion when mounted. A liquid reservoir of 4.5 L was placed further 

ownstream to supply the circulation. A heating coil was placed 

nside to pre-heat the liquid to 37 ◦C prior to testing. The two coils 

re operated by two ECO laboratory thermostats (LAUDA GmbH & 

o. KG, Lauda-Königshofen, Germany). Real-time temperature was 

easured with a digital thermometer. Both the circulatory liquid 

nd the liquid of the testing unit were a blood-analogous solution 

f glycerin–dH 2 O 50 . 6% v/v (pH 7.4) (Carl Roth GmbH, Karlsruhe, 

ermany), to achieve equal rheological properties [41] . The spec- 

mens were mounted in adaptors with a diameter similar to the 

nner diameter (ID) of the specimen. Diameter variations of the 

daptors were 3D-printed to accommodate the size of each speci- 

en for the ascending and descending IDs of the aorta. The speci- 

ens were attached to the adaptors with cable binders. 

All elements of the MCL were controlled and monitored by the 

ontrol unit. The stroke volume is generated by the defined dis- 

lacement of the simulated left ventricle used as a reference vol- 

me. Three closed flasks were installed perpendicular to the flow 

o help remove air from the circulation. A roller pump (120U, 

atson-Marlow GmbH, Vienna, Austria) was used to recirculate 

he liquid from the testing unit to the reservoir in case the aorta 

eaked during perfusion (something that naturally blood prevents). 

ressure sensors (BSP0052, Balluff GmbH, Filderstadt, Germany) 

ith a measuring range of −750 to 1500 mmHg and accuracy of 

0 . 5% were placed at the inlet of the testing unit ( p aorta ), and

he outlet of the testing unit ( p cc ) where the descending aorta 

eets the compliance chamber. To compare aortic compliance, the 

yclic distention of the pre- and post-stented aorta was tracked. 

his was possible by marking the proximal convexity and the con- 

avity in the circumferential direction with permanent markers. 

he cyclic circumferential displacement ( d circ ), i.e. the distance be- 

ween the two markers, was measured using a camera (UI-3070CP, 

DS, Obersulm, Germany) integrated into a videoextensometer (VE) 

Laser Speckle Extensometer 2.23.3.0 Messphysik Materials Testing, 

ürstenfeld, Austria) with a resolution of ±0 . 15 μm and a sample 

ate of 120 Hz. Prior to each measurement, the distance of the VE 

arkers was calibrated with a grip scale at 1 mm. 

.2.1. Preconditioning 

The hemodynamic profile used for this study was the healthy 

ne: 60 beats per minute (bpm), a systolic pressure p aorta of 

20 mmHg and a diastolic pressure of 80 mmHg. The stroke vol- 

me at a healthy state is 70 mL, however, the perfused volume 

eaching the descending aorta is 45 mL because the difference is 

istributed in previous vessels [42] . For this reason, the simulated 
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Table 1 

Donor specification, cold ischemic time, proximal pre- and post-stented lumen diameter, stent-graft dimension, and percentage of 

oversizing are described. 

Donor D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 D6 D7 D8 D9 D10 (Histology) 

Age (years) 60 56 65 81 62 38 61 79 62 64 

Gender F F M M M M M M F M 

Cold ischemic time (hours) 8 20 15 6 10 16 22 10 22 23 

Stent-graft length (mm) 80 80 130 130 170 130 130 130 130 130 

Aortic outer diameter (mm) 28.6 30.0 25.1 27.4 27.3 25.0 29.0 30.2 29.3 28.6 

Mean wall thickness (mm) 2.1 1.7 2.2 2.2 1.4 1.8 2.1 2.3 2.2 1.9 

Pre-stented lumen diameter (mm) 24.4 26.6 20.7 23.0 24.5 21.4 24.8 25.6 24.9 24.7 

Stent-graft diameter (mm) 28 30 26 26 30 24 26 26 26 30 

Post-stented lumen diameter (mm) 25.3 27.4 21.8 25.6 25.8 24.3 26.3 26.7 26.6 25.8 

Oversizing 15% 10% 25% 15% 20% 10% 10% 5% 10% 20% 

D# = donor; F = female; M = male 

Fig. 1. (a) Overview of the MCL and its components with a stented aorta; (b) stented aorta in arch-shaped position during perfusion mounted in the MCL. Inlet and outlet, 

LSA, and proximal markers ( d circ ) at the concavity and convexity are indicated. The area of interest where the stent-graft will be implanted is shown with dashed curves. 

The red arrow indicates the flow direction. MCL = mock circulation loop; LSA = left subclavian artery; PS = pressure sensor; VE = videoextensometer; d circ = proximal 

displacement between the markers. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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eft ventricle was set to pump 45 mL. Prior to the TEVAR proce- 

ure, the aorta underwent a preconditioning phase to adapt to the 

ew loading environment and achieve a mechanically repetitive re- 

ponse. First, the aorta was mounted into the testing unit in an 

rch-shaped position, as presented in Fig. 1 (b). The MCL was filled 

ith glycerin-dH 2 O 50 . 6% v/v (pH 7.4, 37 ◦ C) to perfuse the spec-

men without filling the testing unit. This helped visualize resid- 

al leakages of the aortic wall and seal it with metal surgical clips 

r sutures. The aorta was then immersed in glycerin by filling the 

esting unit and the specimen was perfused with glycerin until the 

iastolic pressure of 80 mmHg was reached. Initially, the aorta was 

uspended naturally due to inherent residual stresses. Over time, 

his effect gradually diminished, and the exact moment of free 

anging was unknown. To prevent hanging against gravity, two 

tands were preemptively placed under the aorta. However, it was 

bserved that the aorta floated in the solution during perfusion. 

or preconditioning, each specimen is tested in the healthy sce- 

ario for 5 − 10 minutes depending on the natural elasticity of the 

issue and the age of the donor. The mark for the end of the pre-

onditioning phase was when the amplitude of 80 − 120 mmHg 

nd the reference pressure waveform were repeatedly achieved. Af- 

er the tissue was preconditioned, the reproduced p aorta , p cc , and 

 circ of 60 cycles were recorded for the non-stented (NS) measure- 

ent. 

l

173 
.2.2. Stent-graft implantation 

The area of interest was the proximal area where the stent- 

raft was deployed. After the NS measurement, the circulation was 

mptied, and the specimen was unmounted from the testing unit 

nd prepared for the TEVAR procedure. The specimen was im- 

ersed in the testing unit filled with glycerin ( 37 ◦C) to deploy 

he stent-graft. The TEVAR procedure was performed outside of 

he MCL for two reasons: (i) to ensure proper placement of the 

tent-graft since angiography was not available on-site, and (ii) not 

o interfere with the pulsatile circulation of the MCL by opening 

t to the atmosphere. A polyester thoracic stent-graft was selected 

or this study (E-vita Thoracic 3G , Jotec, Hechingen, Germany). The 

tent-graft is flexible and self-expandable with Nitinol (NiTi alloy) 

truts sewn in a ‘zigzag’ pattern. As no visualization tool was avail- 

ble on site, the oversizing for each donor was based on the pre- 

tented outer diameter (OD) of the aortas. The lumen was pres- 

urized manually via the interface at a mean aortic pressure of 

p mean 
aorta = 95 − 100 mmHg in the MCL and the ODs were measured 

ith a digital caliper. The oversizing was calculated using the rec- 

mmended formula [43] 

G ∅ = Lumen ∅ + OS% , Lumen ∅ = OD − 2 ̄T , (1)

here T̄ is the mean wall thickness, OS% is the desired oversiz- 

ng percentage, SG ∅ is the stent-graft diameter and Lumen ∅ is the 

umen diameter. 
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Table 2 

Experimental data from distensibility group i) and ii) correlating the mean pressure 

( p NS −S 
mean ), the maximum circumferential displacement between the markers ( d max 

circ 
), 

maximum systolic displacement for non-stented ( d NS 
max ) and stented ( d S max ) periods, 

oversizing, and the loss of distensibility ( D loss ) between systolic d NS 
max and d S max . 

Group Age p NS −S 
mean ± SD d max 

circ 
d NS 

max d S max ± SD OS D loss 

(i) (yrs) (mmHg) (mm) (mm) (mm) ±(mm) (%) (%) 

D1 60 95 ± 0 . 3 1.88 0.80 0 . 60 ± 0 . 13 15 25 

D2 56 97 ± 0 . 6 3.28 1.65 1 . 20 ± 0 . 15 10 27 

D3 65 94 ± 0 . 3 3.50 1.87 0 . 57 ± 0 . 12 25 69 

D4 81 93 ± 0 . 7 2.42 0.98 0 . 54 ± 0 . 05 15 45 

(ii) 

D5 62 94 ± 0 . 7 0.38 0.18 0 . 02 ± 0 . 007 20 88 

D6 38 94 ± 0 . 8 0.64 0.29 0 . 16 ± 0 . 020 10 45 

D7 61 93 ± 0 . 3 0.27 0.16 0 . 07 ± 0 . 002 10 57 

D8 79 92 ± 0 . 6 0.28 0.16 0 . 10 ± 0 . 001 5 38 

D9 62 94 ± 0 . 5 0.26 0.15 0 . 06 ± 0 . 003 10 60 

(D#) = donor; p NS / S 
mean = mean aortic pressure of non-stented/stented; d max 

circ 
= max- 

imum displacement between the markers; d NS 
max = non-stented maximum systolic 

displacement; d S max = stented maximum systolic displacement; SD = standard devi- 

ation; OS = oversizing; D loss = systolic distensibility loss due to stenting. 
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The stent-graft delivery system consisted of a sheath enclosing 

he stent-graft and control handler. The sheath was inserted ret- 

ogradely into the aortic lumen under direct vision and positioned 

t the ostium of the left subclavian artery (LSA). By intermittently 

ressing the lever on the handler, the proximal bare struts were 

rotruding from the sheath but were not yet deployed; crimped 

ithin a tip. Further sheath retraction was followed until the first 

hree zigzag lines of struts were released. The bare struts are then 

eployed by releasing the tip while observing the aortic wall di- 

ectly. The remainder of the stent graft was gradually deployed and 

hen the delivery system was removed from the lumen. A detailed 

escription of the stent-graft and its delivery system can be found 

n [44] . 

.2.3. Perfusion of stented aortas 

After the stent-graft was implanted, the aorta was mounted to 

he MCL adaptors in an arch-shaped position. The MCL was gradu- 

lly filled with glycerin until the arterial segment reached p aorta = 

0 mmHg, at which point the aorta adopted its natural diastolic di- 

meter. Subsequently, the testing unit was filled with glycerin so- 

ution until the aorta was covered to provide a physiological envi- 

onment. this is followed by a gradually controlled pulsation from 

0 to 60 bpm to ensure circulation is vented and the tissue is 

ealed. The MCL then simulated the healthy hemodynamic profile: 

0 bpm and an aortic pressure amplitude of 80 − 120 mmHg. The 

uration of the stented perfusion was eight hours to simulate the 

n vivo loading scenario that the aortic wall is exposed to after 

EVAR. Preliminary tests were conducted to determine the test- 

ng duration of the aortas in the MCL based on physical charac- 

eristics. Stented measurements (S1-S4) were performed every two 

ours. During the measurements, the pressure of ascending ( p aorta ) 

nd descending ( p cc ) portions as well as d circ between the markers 

ere recorded for 60 cycles. During perfusion, the lumen and the 

eriaortic temperature were maintained at 37 ± 0 . 5 ◦C. 

.3. Compliance mismatch 

The elastomechanical gap between the non-stented and stented 

xperimental periods was described as the cyclic relationship of 

p aorta vs d circ . To examine the difference in the elasticity of the 

orta in the non-stented and the stented period, the NS measure- 

ent was compared against the S1-S4 measurements. The repro- 

uced pressure values p aorta at the inlet of the testing unit were 

easured by the pressure sensor. By tracking the markers at the 

roximal concave and convex, the cyclic circumferential displace- 

ent d circ was recorded. The dynamic relationship of p aorta vs d circ 

as synchronized by matching the systolic peaks of p aorta and d circ 

aveforms ( Fig. 2 (a),(i)). This was necessary because the pressure 

ensor was located at the inlet of the ascending aorta, whereas 

he camera was tracking the movement of the markers distally to 

he LSA. However, the p cc values that were measured downstream 

n the descending part are basically identical ( Fig. 2 (a),(ii)) due to 

he Windkessel effect imposed by the active compliance chamber 

nd reassure that p mean 
aorta remains the same. To quantify the com- 

liance mismatch in the transition from the non-stented to the 

tented state, the maximum displacement thresholds of d NS 
max and 

 

S 
max were outlined in Fig. 2 (b), respectively. The loss of distensi- 

ility D loss was calculated via the relation 

D loss = 100 

d NS 
max − d S max 

d NS 
max 

% , (2) 

nd correlated with the respective stent-graft oversizing (see 

able 2 ). 

The hysteresis loops in Fig. 2 (b)-(d) are the average of 60 car- 

iac cycles for the measurements NS and S1-S4. The accuracy of 

he measured p aorta and p cc is illustrated in Fig. 2 (a),(ii) in the 
174
orm of a cycle as the mean pressure of n = 20 cycles for the non-

tented (red waveforms) and the stented (blue waveforms) peri- 

ds. Representative measured waveforms of 10 cycles of d circ are 

emonstrated in Fig. 2 (a),(ii) and are related to the S2 measure- 

ent of D6. Measured d circ waveforms were filtered in MATLAB 

R2020a, The MathWorks Inc., Natick, USA) to show the hystere- 

is loops. The filtered waveforms were stacked over one cycle in 

ig. 2 (a),(i) and synchronized with the systolic pressure peaks. Both 

eriods show a low σ = 0 . 20 mmHg with a reproduced measure- 

ent every millisecond. The precise autoregulatory mechanism for 

ressure control is described in detail in [29] . 

.4. Biaxial tensile tests 

After the long-standing stented perfusion, the loose connective 

issue and adipose tissue were removed. The tissue was dissected 

long the longitudinal convexity site until the specimen was cut 

pen. The stent-graft was then carefully detached from the aortic 

all and the proximal aortic wall was dissected into smaller sam- 

les for mechanical testing. Tissue samples were taken from the 

roximal non-stented aorta and stented aorta. The number of sam- 

les of each specimen varied based on the condition of the tissue. 

reas with atherosclerosis and vessel branches were excluded. The 

amples were then stored in PBS in a freezer at −24 ◦C for a short

ime (maximum = 7 days) until testing. Prior to testing, all sam- 

les were thawed overnight at 4 ◦C. 

In order to investigate the tissue integrity post-TEVAR from 

 biomechanical point of view, a comparative analysis between 

he non-stented and the stented tissue samples was carried out. 

tented samples were taken from the strut-indented zone. In par- 

icular, the samples were tested equibiaxially to investigate the 

tiffness and strength profile between non-stented and stented tis- 

ue. In this study, all three layers of aortic tissue were included. 

rior to testing, the initial thickness T was measured optically 

ith VE. Square samples of 10 × 10 mm were extracted from the 

rea of interest. The samples were then marked with black pow- 

er on the intimal surface for video tracking and then mounted 

n a biaxial testing device via hooked surgical sutures. The sam- 

les were immersed in a PBS bath at 37 ◦C using the detailed biax- 

al device protocol described in [45] . Briefly, a stretch-driven pro- 

ocol ( λ) was used with a step of 0.05 stretch until rupture. For 

very stretch, a variety of stretch ratios were conducted: λlong : 

circ = 1 : 1 , 1 : 0 . 75 , 0 . 75 : 1 , 1 : 0 . 5 , 0 . 5 : 1 , where λlong indicates

he stretch in the longitudinal direction while λcirc the stretch in 

he circumferential direction. With every shift to the next stretch 
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Fig. 2. (a): (i) Representative measured 10 cycles of d circ and filtered values of p aorta and d circ for the S2 measurement of D6; (ii) mean pressure waveforms (from 20 

cycles) of the ascending aorta for the non-stented (red) and stented period (blue). (b) Analytical graph for a significantly younger patient (D6). The blue loop denotes the 

compliance of the aorta in the non-stented period labeled NS. The remaining loops indicate the compliance after implantation of the stent-graft labeled S1-S4. d max 
circ 

indicates 

the maximum circumferential displacement between the markers during the cardiac cycle. d NS 
max denotes the maximum systolic displacement for the non-stented period, 

d S max is the maximum systolic displacement in the stented period. (c) Proximal hysteresis loops of pressure p aorta vs displacement d circ of group i), donors (D#) with higher 

distensibility and (d) of group ii), with lower distensibility. NS = non-stented measurement; S = stented measurement; d NS 
max = non-stented maximum systolic displacement; 

d S max = stented maximum systolic displacement; d circ = circumferential displacement; p aorta = aortic pressure; the labeling %, M/F, number in (b), (c) and (d) means the 

amount of oversizing, gender (male/female), and age in years of the donor, respectively. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is 

referred to the web version of this article.) 
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evel, the samples underwent four cycles of preconditioning when 

 repetitive response was reached and the subsequent fifth cycle 

as the actual measurement. A quasi-static loading rate of 3 mm 

in 

−1 was applied. The Cauchy stresses were then calculated by 

long = 

f 1 + f 2 
2 W T 

λlong and σcirc = 

f 3 + f 4 
2 W T 

λcirc , (3) 

here f 1 , f 2 , f 3 and f 4 are the measured forces at every load cell

nd λlong / circ = l/L the stretches in the longitudinal and circumfer- 

ntial direction, calculated with the distances from the reference 

onfiguration L and the deformed configuration l, while W repre- 

ents the width and T the thickness of the sample. 

.5. Histology 

To perform histological fixation, a separate aorta (case D10) 

as oversized by 20% and perfused in the MCL according to the 

bove protocol. In order to visualize the strut indentation (SI) on 

he lumen wall, post-perfusion of the stented aorta had to be 

xed with the stent-graft immersed into formaldehyde 4% solu- 

ion (ROTI® Histofix, Carl Roth, Karlsruhe, Germany) where it re- 

ained overnight. After fixation, the aorta was dissected along the 

onvexity, cut open, and the stent-graft was removed. NS and S 
175 
pecimens were dehydrated in a series of 70 − 100% ethanol fol- 

owed by paraffin embedding. Then, Hematoxylin and Eosin (H & E) 

taining and Elastica van Gieson (EvG) were performed for ECs 

nd SMCs nuclei identification, and elastic and collagen fibers, re- 

pectively. The histological slides were scanned in the 3DHISTECH 

10 0 0 slide scanner (3DHISTECH Ltd., Budapest, Hungary) and then 

valuated with the 3DHISTECH CaseViewer software. Then histo- 

ogical images were processed digitally with Fiji [46] . 

. Results 

.1. Proximal dynamic compliance 

The plots in Fig. 2 (c),(d) show the global dynamic compliance 

t the proximal site of eight different donors plotted as hystere- 

is loops from p aorta − d circ in the physiological pressure range. 

he loops reveal the amount of stiffening added by the stent-graft, 

resented as a comparative analysis of the non-stented (NS) and 

he stented (S1-S4) period. S1-S4 loops were recorded two hours 

part and it can be seen that the post-stented behavior is al- 

ered significantly from S1 and remained the same thereafter. As 

ach specimen exhibits a unique viscoelastic behavior, all donor 

oops are presented and classified into two groups of viscoelastic- 
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ty: i) the higher dynamic elasticity (D1-D4) with a greater range of 

 

max 
circ 

= 3 . 50 mm (plot D3) and ii) the lower dynamic elasticity (D5- 

9) with a lower range, i.e. d max 
circ 

= 0 . 64 mm (plot D6), based on

yclic distensibility. In both groups, the p aorta ranged within physi- 

logical limits of 75 to 128 mmHg. The MCL itself reproduces accu- 

ately the reference pressure amplitude of 80 − 120 mmHg. There- 

ore, due to the congenital stiffness of the aorta, small deviations 

ccur. 

.2. Compliance mismatch – Oversizing 

Fig. 2 (b) stands as a unique case of a younger donor (D6) of 

roup ii) with the most pronounced d max 
circ 

= 0 . 64 mm and as a rep-

esentative plot for the analysis of the loops. The values for the 

aximum non-stented and stented samples are d NS 
max = 0 . 29 mm 

nd d S max = 0 . 16 ± 0 . 02 mm, respectively, mark the systolic disten-

ible limits. After stent-graft implantation, the systolic border suf- 

ers a 45% drop. The area within the loop denotes the amount of 

nergy stored during the cardiac cycle (i.e., the distensibility of 

he aorta). This area is significantly reduced after implantation of 

he stent graft, which means that the loss of elasticity is accom- 

anied by a loss of capacity of the stored energy [47] . In addi-

ion, D6 is a representative plot in terms of oversizing. In this case, 

he oversizing performed was 10% . From the age and the resulting 

oops, it can be deduced that D6 is the more elastic aorta of group 

i). However, its post-stented elastomechanical behavior underlines 

he influence of the stent-graft on the elastic behavior. A systolic 

ressure increase of 7% is noticeable from p 
sys 
aorta = 120 mmHg to 

p 
sys 
aorta = 127 mmHg in the stented period, but still within physio- 

ogical limits. This is thought to be caused by the closure of the 

ortic valve in the MCL, resulting in a restricted volumetric seg- 

ent of the aorta. When the stented aortic segment stiffens, some 

f the energy previously stored in the aortic wall from distention 

s converted into an increase in pressure. It can be assumed that 

n vitro this behavior is length-dependent since D4-D9 were im- 

lanted with a stent-length of 130 mm, with the exception of D5 

170 mm) and show similar behavior. In contrast to D1-D2 which 

wn a stent-length of 80 mm this is not the case. It should be

oted that age and oversize factors play an indirect role in this 

ransition. 

Based on the above analysis, Table 2 correlates the experimen- 

al results of Fig. 2 (c),(d) for group i) and ii) on proximal dynamic

ompliance and its loss due to oversizing. The correlation shows 

he direct influence of the stent-graft and possibly extends to the 

versizing of d NS 
max and the loss of compliance within the first hours 

f perfusion after TEVAR. It is noticeable that this loss depends 

n the oversizing; the greater the oversizing (e.g., D3), the more 

ronounced the loss of distensibility, denoted as D loss . In particu- 

ar, cases D3, D4 of the higher elasticity group show that D loss is 

reater due to the oversizing of 25% and 15% . Despite these obser- 

ations, one must keep the small sample size in mind and care- 

ully extract the information on whether the losses are directly at- 

ributable to the oversizing factor, age, and/or the stent-graft itself. 

.3. Proximal mechanical response 

The local mechanical behavior of the proximal site between the 

on-stented (NS) and stented (S) region for each donor is shown 

n Fig. 3 . To visualize the NS-S areas as well as the stretching di-

ections, the reader should refer to Fig. 4 (a). Non-stented samples 

ere taken from the non-atherosclerotic NS area and stented sam- 

les were extracted from the strut patterns of the S area. The non- 

inear stress-stretch curves loaded biaxially in the longitudinal and 

he circumferential direction are the mean curves of non-stented 

black curve) against stented (red curve) samples. The non-stented 

urves describe the behavior of the natural aortic tissue and are 
176 
o be seen as control behavior versus the stented tissue, reflecting 

he stent-induced altered behavior. If the stented curve shows be- 

avior above the non-stented curve, the response is considered to 

e stiffening. In contrast, a stented behavior below the non-stented 

urve is called softening [48] . Both areas are plotted relative to the 

aximum stretch level before rupture to illustrate the extent to 

hich the stent-graft has mechanically affected the tissue. The SD 

f the different samples is represented by the semi-transparent re- 

ion. Only the loading path is chosen because the unloading path 

as no visible softening. The term strength in the present equib- 

axial series is understood as the maximum withstanding stretch- 

riven stress before permanent deformation. This enables strength 

omparisons of the two states within the elastic phase. Depending 

n the nature of the tissue, the number of samples per area varied 

 n = 3 − 6 ; see Table 3 ). 

The stress–stretch responses of all donors are classified into 

roups of higher (i) and lower (ii) elasticity ( Fig. 3 ) based on the

tented response. The stented tissue in group i) shows a more 

lastic response, enduring stretch levels above λ = 1 . 15 with a 

ore linear behavior. Stented D1 reveals a heterogeneous behav- 

or longitudinally with tissue softening and stiffening, with mean 

tress favoring the latter. In addition, anisotropy is observed since 

he stented circumferential direction of D1 shows only softening. 

oth directions of D2 show isotropic tissue softening. D3 reveals 

nisotropy in both directions of non-stented tissue, but stiffening 

nd isotropy are observed in the stented tissue. In the case of D4, 

he stented tissue does not show an aberrant response, but rather 

n early rupture of the non-stented tissue; possibly due to age- 

elated tissue stiffening. 

Stented tissue in group ii) is only stretched up to λ = 1 . 10 with

 more nonlinear behavior and a more pronounced stiffness. Since 

he non-stented behavior reaches λ = 1 . 20 − 1 . 25 and statistically 

igher stresses, the influence of the stent seems to be larger in 

his group. Stented D5 reveals anisotropy between the two direc- 

ions and follows a stiffer path with a shorter elastic phase com- 

ared to the non-stented behavior. Similar behavior is illustrated 

y D7 and D9, but circumferentially D7 does not show a different 

esponse. Based on age, D8 is highlighted as the stiffest tissue with 

ome degree of anisotropy. The linear phase of the stented part 

s insignificant and it is noticeable that it withstands the highest 

tresses between the two groups. D6 in Fig. 3 (iii) stands out as the 

oungest and the most elastic case. It withstands stresses in excess 

f 100 kPa and stretch levels in excess of 1.3, and the stented be- 

avior exhibits anisotropy. The stress level is within the physiolog- 

cal range for healthy tissue, in agreement with the values reported 

n [16] . 

By comparing non-stented and stented tissues, the stress–

tretch response of the stented region shows a stiffer behavior 

ith an earlier entry in the nonlinear phase. The stented tissue 

hows a shorter stretch-based elastic phase, i.e., the first part of 

he curve, compared to the non-stented tissue, implying a loss 

f elastic fibers and it is consistent with [48] . In the interest of 

uantifying the nonlinear transition of the curve, we refer to the 

haracterization of valuable parameters as described in Pokutta- 

askaleva et al. [49] . Although no discernible pattern is observed 

n either group, it is reasonable to conclude that the stent-graft 

ffects the tissue with a tendency to stiffen it. Stented stress lev- 

ls at maximum stretch vary and are not always lower than non- 

tented stresses. It is still unclear whether the reduced stress on 

he stented tissue is due to the stent-graft and/or the oversizing or 

ther pathological reasons. 

.4. Global vs local behavior 

Table 3 correlates the local and global effect of the stent on 

he aortic wall. In particular, it compares mean stress values at 
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Fig. 3. Equibiaxial mean Cauchy stress–stretch responses between the proximal non-stented (black curves) and the proximal stented tissues (red curves) in the longitudinal 

direction (solid curves) and the circumferential direction (dashed curves) for all donors (D#). The semi-transparent areas show the standard deviation between the respective 

samples. The curves are grouped into (i) a higher stented elastic response and (ii) a lower stented elastic response, while D6 is an exception due to age and mechanical 

response, see (iii). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

Table 3 

Correlation of the proximal local vs global response of non-stented vs stented tissue with mean Cauchy stress at maximum and reference stretch 

level, the stented response of the tissue together with the loss of distensibility and the oversizing parameters. 

Donor Age Condition (n) σmean –λmax σmean –λref Local Response Global response 

Long Circ Long/Circ λref Long Circ D loss Oversizing 

(yrs) (kPa) (kPa) (kPa) (-) (-) (-) (%) (%) 

D1 60 Non-stented (3) 38.46 44.52 21.39/23.54 1.15 - - - - 

Stented (4) 32.37 24.33 32.37/24.33 1.15 Stiffening Softening Softening 25 15 

D2 56 Non-stented (3) 30.23 32.65 30.23/32.65 1.20 - - - - 

Stented (3) 24.50 27.43 24.50/27.43 1.20 Softening Softening 27 10 

D3 65 Non-stented (4) 41.08 31.09 15.79/15.31 1.15 - - - - 

Stented (5) 29.14 28.57 29.14/28.57 1.15 Stiffening Stiffening 69 25 

D4 81 Non-stented (3) 17.16 19.33 17.16/19.33 1.15 - - - - 

Stented (4) 17.18 18.20 17.18/18.20 1.15 Inconclusive Inconclusive 45 15 

D5 62 Non-stented (4) 45.87 47.77 8.83/8.14 1.10 - - - - 

Stented (6) 31.16 22.54 31.16/22.54 1.10 Stiffening Stiffening 88 20 

D6 38 Non-stented (6) 87.66 96.65 44.14/42.12 1.30 - - - - 

Stented (6) 117.60 86.05 117.60/86.05 1.30 Stiffening Stiffening 45 10 

D7 61 Non-stented (5) 21.38 23.32 11.78/12.48 1.10 - - - - 

Stented (4) 17.88 12.56 17.88/12.56 1.10 Stiffening Inconclusive 38 10 

D8 79 Non-stented (4) 42.46 34.67 4.13/4.15 1.05 - - - - 

Stented (6) 56.72 32.02 56.72/32.02 1.05 Stiffening Stiffening 57 ≤10 

D9 62 Non-stented (4) 49.13 54.12 14.27/14.28 1.12 - - - - 

Stented (6) 27.08 29.48 27.08/29.48 1.12 Stiffening Stiffening 60 10 

D = donor; n = number of biaxial samples; σmean = mean Cauchy stress; λmax = maximum stretch; λref = reference stretch; Long = longitudinal; 

Circ = circumferential; D loss = loss of distensibility 
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he maximum stretch level ( σmean –λmax ), at the reference stretch 

evel ( σmean –λref ) and the stented tissue response for the longitu- 

inal and circumferential directions. Other meaningful correlations 

onsider stress-stretch behavior with local tissue response in both 

irections against the loss of distensibility ( D loss ) and oversizing for 

ach donor. 

D1 and D2 are of similar age and are the only cases showing lo- 

al softening. However, this contradicts the global behavior, which 
177 
as the lowest D loss and is the least affected by oversizing. An over- 

izing of D1 with 15% shows anisotropy, local stretch of λmax = 

 . 15 and stresses of 32 . 37 / 24 . 33 kPa (long/circ). D2 with 10% over-

izing does not deviate significantly for stresses ( 24 . 50 / 27 . 43 kPa)

ext to λmax = 1 . 20 . D3 experienced the greatest oversizing with 

5% , resulting in a large elastomechanical loss of 69% and lo- 

al stiffening. However, the tissue response with stent showed 

sotropy with λmax = 1 . 15 and stresses similar to D1-D2, which 
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Fig. 4. Representative lumen strut-induced histological alterations after perfusion: (a) Dissected aorta (D3) shown along the convexity. After detachment of the stent graft, 

global strut patterns with an oversizing of 25% are visible. The yellow rectangle represents the proximal area, which is divided NS and S zones by a dashed curve. Black 

arrows point in the longitudinal (Long) and circumferential (Circ) directions. Distal from the LSA, tissue inks mark the location of the bare struts where the stent-graft was 

deployed. (b) Local NS wall (D10) with distinct intima (I), media (M), and adventitia (A) in the circumferential direction stained with H&E and EvG. The wall presents a 

healthy and physiological configuration with diffuse intimal hyperplasia. EC-SMCs cell nuclei appear dark blue and the ECM pink (H&E). Collagen fibers in I appear in purple 

color and elastic fibers in M in dark brown (EvG). (c) The strut-induced S-wall of 20% oversizing in the circumferential direction is illustrated with the three layers stained 

with H&E and EvG. SI-zoomed images on the left show a closer view of the SI region for two layers (I),(M). EC-SMCs appear to be viable despite ex vivo perfusion. SMCs 

have adapted to the new loading condition and appear stretched compared to the NS state. The SI compresses the I, delaminates the collagen and stretches the elastic fibers 

of the M (EvG). (d) A circumferential configuration in EvG identified with four consecutive SIs. A black rectangle shows the SI-wall analyzed in (c). NS = non-stented zone; 

S = stented zone; LSA = left subclavian artery; I = intima; M = media; A = adventitia; ECs = endothelial cells; SMCs = smooth muscle cells; H&E = hematoxylin and 

eosin; EvG = elastica van Gieson; SI = strut indentation. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this 

article.) 
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ere smaller and belong to the same age group. D4 endured 

tretches of 1.15, but the local response showed the least stress; 

ith stent ( 17 . 18 / 18 . 20 kPa) and without stent ( 17 . 16 / 19 . 33 kPa).

ow stresses and inconclusive trends between both directions of 

he stented tissue are justified by the donor’s age (81), where stiff- 
178 
ess might be innate. However, the post-stented D loss was signifi- 

ant ( 45% ) due to oversizing of 15% . 

D5 suffered the largest distensibility loss ( 88% ) and was 20% 

versized. This is also reflected locally in the mere stretch of 

max = 1 . 10 , which promotes tissue stiffening. In this case, D5 
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ncountered a two-fold discrepancy: the compliance mismatch 

nd the stent mismatch of the loading path compared to that 

ithout a stent. At λref = 1 . 10 , the mean stresses of the non-

tented ( 8 . 83 / 8 . 18 kPa) deviate remarkably from the stented

nd anisotropic responses ( 31 . 16 / 22 . 54 kPa) outlining the stiff-

ess in both stretch directions for the stented tissue. In contrast 

o all other cases, D6, as the youngest and most elastic case, 

emonstrates a two-fold increase in mean stresses for λmax . At 

ref = 1 . 30 endured stresses 44 . 14 / 42 . 12 kPa without stent and

17 . 60 / 86 . 05 kPa with stent, assuming a stiffened response. Over-

izing by 10% showed compromised elasticity globally and tissue 

tiffening with some stent anisotropy locally. With an oversiz- 

ng of 10% , D7 responded with losses of D loss = 38% . This is re-

ected in the stented loading path with low stresses and stretches 

f the local tissue with a slight longitudinal stiffening. The cir- 

umferential response of the stent appears to be inconclusive. D8 

howed the stiffest response in the stented area of both groups 

ith a stretch of only 1.05 along with the highest stented stresses 

 56 . 72 / 32 . 02 kPa) and an anisotropic trend. The effect of the ≤ 10% 

versizing is striking in the D loss and in the mechanical behav- 

or when considering the non-stented tissue response. Finally, the 

tented response of D9 can be defined as isotropic, showed stiff- 

ning and a short elastic phase and endured lower stresses of 

7 . 08 / 29 . 48 kPa against the non-stented tissue of 49 . 13 / 54 . 12 kPa

t λmax . The loss of elasticity is globally consistent ( D loss = 60% )

versized with 10% . 

Despite the limited cases, correlation based on age group 

 56 − 65 years old) with D1-D3, D5, D7, and D9 is permis- 

ible. By observing the non-stented paths, λmax reached 1.20 

nd beyond that (1.25) for D5, D7, and D9 with an elastic 

hase up to 1.15. Cauchy stresses for both directions varied 

non −stented 
min , max 

∈ [21 . 38 , 49 . 13 / 23 . 32 , 54 . 12] kPa. Stented loading

athways showed a shorter elastic phase and weaker responses 

ith σ stented 
min , max 

∈ [17 . 88 , 32 . 37 / 12 . 56 , 32 . 02] kPa. With the ex-

eption of D2, whose non-stented tissue appears weaker and with 

tenting it shows tissue softening. In addition, the systolic displace- 

ent suffered notable losses in distensibility ranging from 25 to 

9% , although the losses are not exclusively or directly related to 

he degree of oversizing. 

Certain cases can be correlated with ≤ 10% oversizing and with 

10% oversizing. At 10% , D2 and D6-D9 they manifest a consid- 

rable D loss , although mere oversizing nevertheless has a contro- 

ersial stent-induced elasticity where stiffness predominates. Lo- 

al responses display strongly different stress values in both direc- 

ions. Despite the usual sizing, the stented behavior of the tissue 

hows no pattern. For � 10% oversizing (D1 and D3-D5) it is un- 

lear whether the oversizing itself has a direct impact on the tissue 

esponse as the responses are locally heterogeneous. D loss is not 

roportional to size increase, which is partially true of the global 

ehavior. Nonetheless, losses ranged between 25 to 88% , confirm- 

ng a compliance mismatch with arguable responses of tissue soft- 

ning, stiffening, and inconclusive results. 

.5. Histology 

A representative lumen topography of human tissue (D3, 25% of 

versizing) after stent-graft detachment is shown in Fig. 4 (a). Strut 

ndentations (SIs) are distinguished by a ‘zigzag’ pattern circum- 

erentially and expand repeatedly in the longitudinal direction. We 

onsider the proximal location to be the area within the rounded 

ectangle where non-stented (NS) and stented (S) zones are sepa- 

ated. The position of the bare struts was color-coded to mark the 

tart of the stent and to differentiate the NS and S zones. NS zone 

s adjacent to the bare struts, while the S zone is distal to the LSA

nd ‘zigzags’ to the first three struts including the bare struts. The 

istological protocol required fixation of the entire stented aorta 
179 
see Section 2.5 ). Therefore, the histological images in Fig. 4 (b)-(d) 

efer to a separate case (D10, 20% of oversizing). Two representa- 

ive samples of NS and S were chosen to demonstrate the effect 

f SI on the wall. Both samples were obtained in the circumfer- 

ntial direction as in the longitudinal orientation the indentations 

ppeared to be less sharp in comparison. However, we believe this 

s due to the handling of the slices and not because the SI effect is

educed in that direction. 

The histological evidence in Fig. 4 (b) shows the distinguishable 

S wall layers which appear to remain intact despite ex vivo per- 

usion. EvG staining reveals dense collagen fibers in purple in the 

hickened (diffusely hyperplastic) intima (I), while the dark brown 

lastic fibers in the media (M) appear wavy and in their physiolog- 

cal state. H&E staining was performed with dark blue for nuclei 

dentification. ECs in the intima and SMCs in the media appear vi- 

ble and in physiological numbers. The white ‘empty’ areas in the 

edia were foamy histiocytes containing lipids that were dissolved 

uring tissue dehydration. 

In contrast, EvG on the S wall in Fig. 4 (c) shows a strut-induced 

ndentation that compresses the collagenous, diffusely hyperplastic 

ntima onto the internal elastic membrane interface separating I 

nd M. This effect propagates within the elastic fibers of the me- 

ia, but the compression reduces towards the adventitia. Morpho- 

ogically, the elastic fibers appear more linear but are not notice- 

bly reduced after oversizing. They appear to be stretched, adja- 

ent to the indentation, and moderately affected radially. It is very 

ikely that this structural remodeling favors support against the 

trut by distributing the load. Notably, ECs of the S intima (H&E) 

aintain their physiological shape and appear to be viable despite 

ong-term stress-based ex vivo perfusion and stenting. At a first 

lance, there is no major histopathological difference between the 

S and S walls. However, when zooming into the I-M section in 

ig. 4 (c),(left) for both staining, the surrounding collagen fibers ap- 

ear delaminated due to strut compression. This could be some 

orm of local injury. In addition, the compression forces the me- 

ia lamellae to stretch in a radial configuration, creating a ‘boat- 

ike’ structural remodeling consistent with the strut-indented tis- 

ue in [50] . Between the lamellae, dark blue SMCs nuclei appear 

o maintain viability while being stretched in the adjacent region, 

uggesting ex vivo adaptation to SI loading. In Fig. 4 (d), four con- 

ecutive SIs are observed in a longer EvG-stained circumferential 

egment. The SI wall in the black rectangle is the stented wall an- 

lyzed in 4 (c). The two SIs on the left show a milder SI against

he wall. Slight compression of the wall can be seen on the right 

Is. Another finding concerns the collagen fibers of the intima in 

he strut-free area. It appears that the fabric of the graft does not 

ffect mechanically the wall and therefore no deformation occurs. 

his is particularly evident in Fig. 4 (d). 

. Discussion 

TEVAR is a standard treatment technique for aortic pathology 

nd has the highest survival rates among descending aorta treat- 

ents [51] . However, the early biomechanical impact of the stent- 

raft against the aortic wall remains uncertain. In this in vitro 

tudy, an MCL was employed to perfuse freshly isolated aortas be- 

ore and after stenting under physiological conditions. It is nat- 

ral to expect aortic stiffening due to stenting, however in the 

resent study we quantified its magnitude at the proximal site. 

he severe global loss of elasticity extends toward the descending 

tented aorta and toward the non-stented but potentially affected 

ortic arch. It is noteworthy that the decrease in distensibility of 

he aorta after stenting in vitro is not time-dependent. The elas- 

omechanical gap develops in the first few hours after implanta- 

ion and remains as such. Based on this, we believe that this is an 

nsight into the in vivo condition, where compliance is not influ- 
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nced over months, but the loss of compliance occurs in the first 

ours after implantation and might not change significantly over 

ime. It should be noted that the findings of this study relate to the 

ehavior of healthy aortas. Surgeons rarely stent non-pathological 

ortas whose distensibility is intact. By default, pathologic aortas 

how reduced distensibility because stiffness predominates as pro- 

ression of pathology [52] . Therefore, it is expected that stenting 

f pathological aortas will have less compliance loss. 

As a patient-specific approach, this study aims to understand 

ow the aortic wall changes its elastomechanical behavior locally 

nd globally after TEVAR. In this way, the outcomes of the pre- and 

ost-stented experimental periods could have a more realistic im- 

act. The presented investigation correlates the ex vivo compliance 

f stented aortas with respect to oversizing, the local biomechan- 

cal properties of non-stented and stented tissue, and the strut- 

nduced histological changes in the aortic wall. To the best of our 

nowledge, no in vitro study has been performed on human tis- 

ue undergoing endograft repair and tracking the elastomechanical 

ransition. 

.1. Compliance mismatch 

Each aorta is unique in terms of viscoelasticity and the ef- 

ects of stenting are different in each case. Arterial compliance is 

y definition pressure-dependent and here aortic perfusion was 

ressure-controlled. Thus, it can be stated that the area within the 

ysteresis loops describes the energy that can be stored during a 

ardiac cycle within the aortic wall, which has decreased signifi- 

antly after implantation. The hysteresis loops in Fig. 2 (b)-(d) are 

erived based on the approach in [15] to capture the elastome- 

hanical gap that the stent-graft promotes as the lumen-wall in- 

erface. This gap is quite pronounced after implantation in most 

ases, regardless of age or oversizing. In addition, the compliance 

ap increase due to two other factors, namely the oversizing and 

he length of the stent-graft [35] . 

Oversizing more than 10% , as in D3-D5 cases, will result in a 

reater loss of elasticity. Notable is D6, age of 38, showing the 

ighest elastic behavior among the cases of group ii) matched by 

ge. However, the loss of distensibility ( 45% ) is noticeable with a 

ere oversizing of 10% . It can be assumed that the greater the 

versizing, the deeper the indentation within the medial layer and 

he greater the strut-induced local remodeling. In Fig. 4 (b), an 

versizing of 20% compresses the intima at the local area of in- 

entation. Despite the intimal hyperplasia, the SI acts deeper in 

he medial area, where the lamellae are slightly compressed and 

oderately stretched. In the case of a thinner intima, it could be 

mplied that the media, with its elastic fibers under maximum ten- 

ion or partially torn, experiences a higher state of stretch, espe- 

ially around the stent strut. In vivo this might trigger overexpres- 

ion of collagen fibers and locally turn them into a stiffer area. It is 

oteworthy that the adjacent strut-free intimal area projects from 

ighly to slightly affected tissue and further to non-affected tissue. 

n contrast, the medial fibers appear homogeneously stretched be- 

ond the area of indentation. This was observed in [26] with over- 

ized stent-grafts in porcine aortas in vivo and by yielding strut 

orces against porcine coronary arteries in vitro [50] . Here, the in- 

act zone of the intima between the struts appears remarkably in- 

act considering that it is covered by the stiff graft. 

Equally important is length coverage of the descending aorta. 

 1 − 2 were implanted with a stent-graft length of 80 mm and 

he elastic gap was not as pronounced, the loops were compro- 

ised to some extent but retained their viscoelastic behavior. The 

overage of ≥ 130 mm reduces aortic compliance by lowering d max 
circ 

loser to zero, consistent with [38] , results in porcine tissue. As- 

uming that the permanent local fiber stretch of the medial layer 

xtends and recurs at each SI circumferentially and along the 
180
tent-graft length in the longitudinal direction, this effect is uni- 

orm. This may indicate that the aorta is adopting the compliance 

f the stent-graft in the clinical setting and that is undermining 

he Windkessel effect, a flag for induced cardiovascular effects. At 

his point, it must be said that although we observe the D loss effect 

n different magnitudes, it cannot be clearly determined whether 

hese losses are due to the implantation of the stent-graft or to 

he oversizing factor. Hence, there is uncertainty as to when the 

lobal drop in elasticity will become relevant to oversizing. 

.2. Global vs local response 

Hysteresis loops from p aorta –d circ outline the impairment of 

yclic expandability after implantation of the stent-graft. The re- 

ion of the loop describing the energy stored during expansion 

hrinks significantly in the S1-S4 measurements. The shape of the 

oops and the area within them vary from case to case due to the 

nherent mechanical properties of the wall. The interplay between 

he increase in the systolic p 
sys 
aorta and the expansion of the d circ 

i.e. the slope of the curve) is interesting. The systolic slope of the 

oops has shifted from an elastic, nonlinear slope to a stiffer, more 

linear’ slope and more in the perpendicular direction. A represen- 

ative elastic case of this behavior is D3 and a stiffer case is D5 

 Fig. 2 (c),(d)). The stiffness of the aorta is also reflected in the di-

stolic path of the curve. For example, the non-stented D2-D3, D6- 

7 and D9 provide a smooth, nonlinear transition from systole to 

iastole, i.e. the pressure decrease is followed by a proportionate 

istensible decrease. D1 and D4-D5 as stiffer cases, this effect is 

eterochronous and the diastolic curve is vertical. Stented periods 

dopt the delayed behavior regardless of the non-stented elastic 

ehavior and age, and may be related to global stiffness. Based on 

he above, we can conclude that the cyclic expansion is constricted 

fter implantation and the stored amount of liquid (i.e., blood in 

ivo) is reduced during systole, disrupting the diastolic perfusion. 

hese manifestations relate to the proximal site but are also very 

ikely responsible for the descending stented aorta. Physically, at 

east a constricted cyclic expansion was observed during the ex- 

eriments. 

Circumferential and longitudinal stresses stretched biaxially ap- 

ear to plateau at 60 kPa, with the exception of D6, which is con- 

idered an age outlier. As demonstrated in [16] , the physiological 

tresses of non-diseased tissues exceed 100 kPa. This lower thresh- 

ld here shares the behavior without a stent and is caused by 

arly rupture of the hooks under loading in the biaxial setup and 

ot rupture of the tissue. Nonetheless, one could extrapolate the 

onlinear feature of the stress-stretch response and estimate it be- 

ond the measured range. The tissue responses with stents reach 

 lower stress threshold, with the exception of D6 (not compa- 

able) and D8 ( < 10% oversizing). Local injury to collagen and/or 

lastin fibers may occur due to SI compared to non-stented tis- 

ue; beyond the obvious delamination. EvG staining of stented tis- 

ue shows a conditioned media with fiber pre-stretching after SI. 

ubsequent equibiaxial stretch can start from this conditioned pre- 

tretched state and overstretches the fibers with a tendency to tear. 

herefore, the maximum sustained stretch level before fiber rup- 

ure occurs earlier. This can affect both collagen and elastin fibers 

s the mechanical curves show different responses and no pat- 

ern. The local stress-stretch response of the stented area agrees 

ith the global observations and proves the transition to aortic 

tiffening. Circumf erential global compliance and local stretches al- 

ost always lose their initial non-stented behavior and result in 

ower stresses once they are stented. Whether the medial fiber 

re-stretching of the stented samples occurs at the moment of de- 

loyment or during dynamic perfusion of the overstretched aortic 

all is still controversial. 
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.3. Histology 

Histological evidence in the circumferential direction illustrates 

ermanent stretching of the medial layer in the presence of a fi- 

rotic intima. Collagen fibers appear compressed and elastic fibers 

tretched. The stiffening behavior could be due to a higher stent- 

nduced elastin pre-stretch and an earlier maximal elongation of 

he collagen compared to the non-stented, whose aortic wall is not 

re-stretched. Based on our histological examinations, neither an 

lastin nor a collagen fiber rupture was detectable. Despite this, 

tented mechanical responses have been rendered stiffer, allowing 

s to assume some loss of elastic fibers in the media. Clinically, the 

tretching of fibers or possibly overstretching in a non-fibrotic in- 

ima and/or more oversizing can trigger a cascade of events. The SI 

s perceived locally as damage and could mechanotransduce SMCs 

o differentiate from a contractile to a synthetic phenotype [25] . 

ynthetic SMCs would migrate, proliferate, and produce ECM com- 

onents to help the injured tissue wall. The known disadvantages 

f this cascaded crosstalk are the expression of the MMP 2 / 9 s pro-

eases to target and fragment elastin and that elastin expression 

s saturated early in life. The elastin content in the medial layer 

rogressively decreases while SMCs would reach a state of colla- 

en expression [47] . Continued collagen deposition due to perma- 

ent and cyclic overstretching and elastin fragmentation due to the 

ynthetic phenotype will create an even stiffer aorta. For the above 

easons, and if these local changes spread globally, the role of com- 

liance can be further reduced [13,20,25] . 

The oversizing of 20% compressed the dense collagen fibers of 

he thick intima and the strut-induced loading caused collagen 

bers to delaminate in the area surrounding the SI. Medial elas- 

ic fibers are affected moderately within the physiological range. 

hese fibers appear more linear in the stented area, compared to 

he NS which are wavier, similar to the in vivo physiological fiber 

rientation under systolic pressure. Cellular content maintains its 

hysiological state despite the indentation but also shows a fea- 

ure of mechano-adaptation induced during ex vivo perfusion in 

he MCL. Ex vivo perfusion benefits from the bradytrophic aorta 

eing resistant to cold ischemic periods. This could justify why ECs 

nd SMCs appear viable in the intima without significant loss of 

ellular contents in the media. Postmortem tissue is reported to 

etain its cellular contents for up to 72 hours after tissue recovery 

53,54] . The results of this study indicate that variations in cold 

schemic times do not significantly affect tissue integrity and be- 

avior. Therefore, the methods addressed here provide a friendly 

nvironment for evaluating human tissue. Importantly, histological 

vidence of the stented tissue shows wall remodeling without no- 

iceable injuries in the media or local loss of elastic fibers. How- 

ver, this does not exclude that some elastic fibers could have been 

isrupted by oversizing, as shown by the stiffer stress-stretch re- 

ponse. 

The medial stretching fades towards the adventitia where it 

tops. Aortic wall remodeling indicates that vessel stretching due 

o stenting through the adventitia stops at a certain point and the 

dventitia becomes very stiff. This could be an explanation for the 

lobal loss of compliance in the stenting period. The stretched con- 

guration with stent resembles the physiological non-stented wall 

onfiguration at systole. The permanent stretching caused by over- 

izing prevents the dampening of the systolic wave and the tran- 

ition to diastole. Under this premise, less energy can be stored 

nd the smaller area of the hysteresis loops can be justified. In ad- 

ition, the permanent stented wall combined with cyclic systolic 

ressure increases the possibility of localized fiber rupture. 

Since the findings are not ‘textbook-like’ it is difficult to ar- 

ue whether strut-induced remodeling masks local damage and 

hether oversizing plays a role. Therefore, we can only provide an 

stimate based on the previous analysis and histological observa- 
181 
ions. A viscoelastic effect of the lumen wall was observed during 

etachment of the stent-graft. Locally indented tissue was restored 

fter a few hours and the SI pattern disappeared. This has been ob- 

erved in all degrees of oversizing, which is a sign of viscoelasticity 

nd an indicator that the aortic wall can artificially undergo radial 

verstretching without major wall damage. Such behavior could in- 

icate that the probability of strut-induced damage remains low. 

his is consistent with the histological results, which show no ob- 

ious mechanical injury to the wall layers. However, the present 

istological analysis cannot quantify damage (i.e. collagen rupture) 

nd it is uncertain whether it occurred outside of the visible spec- 

rum. As an alternative proposal and for future reference, a precise 

ybrid peptide mechanism can be used to bind to the denatured 

ollagen, which would return a quantified fluorescent signal of the 

uptured collagen through the wall [55] . 

.4. Clinical setting 

Thoracic compliance is a major contributor to overall aortic 

ompliance. Implanting a stiffer stent-graft increases the stiffness 

nd impairs aortic compliance. Long-term decreased aortic com- 

liance occurs as a silent deleterious effect. Due to the undamped 

ressure, the aortic vessel experiences progressively modified wave 

eflections, which trigger proximal vascular effects [9] . Some loss 

f compliance can alter the ventricular-aortic coupling critical to 

ortic mechanics and may lead to a cascade of adverse (car- 

io)vascular events: increase of afterload, elevated PWV, and sub- 

equently early arrival of systolic wave reflections. As a conse- 

uence, central systolic pressure (hypertensive) increases and di- 

stolic pressure decreases resulting in an increase in afterload and 

educed perfusion of the coronary arteries [56,57] . It is strongly 

ssociated with the loss of the Windkessel effect, which increases 

he ventricular workload and eventually induces adaptive hyper- 

rophy [9,57] . Other potential adverse events caused by impaired 

oupling and supraphysiological loading include aortic valve dys- 

unction due to annular dilation and progressive aortic regurgita- 

ion [56] . 

In order to prevent misinterpretations, the authors do not in- 

end to neglect the medical importance of endovascular stents, 

hich have improved the quality of life in recent decades. It is 

ather a combination of findings to optimize vascular prostheses. 

n the present in vitro environment, the elastomechanical behav- 

or of the proximal aorta ex vivo was impaired, independent of 

he degree of oversizing and the elasticity group, confirming the 

ompliance mismatch. However, global, local, and histological evi- 

ence do not make the stent-graft a disadvantage. Correlations of 

hared oversize or age group indicate the challenge of extracting 

 response pattern between different cases. Factors other than the 

tent-graft itself that reduce tissue elasticity include the deploy- 

ent site, length of coverage of the aorta, and oversizing. Against 

his background, it becomes even clearer that each case should be 

reated individually. 

The mechanisms by which the implantation of the stent-graft 

eads to these vascular complications and whether they are clini- 

ally reversible are still unclear. Their reduction can be achieved by 

reating patient-specific, custom-made grafts with more compli- 

nt materials in the preoperative setting in consultation with clin- 

cians. Interventionists rarely focus on the biomechanical and his- 

ological changes associated with ECM because they are clinically 

navailable. Rather, they focus on the morphological adaptation 

f the stent-graft to the aortic wall despite the occurrence of the 

bove effects. The experimental documentation of the biomechan- 

cal behavior and the wall alterations correlated with size varia- 

ions after implantation are of importance. This proposition must 

e substantiated by clinical trials correlating patient-specific and 
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CG-triggered sizing, taking into account trials on stent-induced 

istological alterations. 

In clinical routine, CT is not ECG-triggered and stent-graft 

ize is estimated from an arbitrary snapshot of the cardiac cy- 

le, while preliminary diastolic-systolic diameter configurations are 

eglected. In chronic aneurysms and dissections, a CT scan is 

ore likely to capture the sealing zone in diastole because it ac- 

ounts for the longest part of the cycle. Clinically, an oversiz- 

ng of 10 − 20% is targeted, but based on a diastolic snapshot 

here the diameter is smallest, the stent-graft may be under- 

ized. Hence, endoleaks and stent-graft migration lurk. We believe 

hat oversizing by 10 − 20% [5,23,58] may improve patient out- 

omes by accounting for: (i) ECG-triggered patient-specific diame- 

er to compensate for the radial expansion of the stent-graft and 

he stretched contractile wall at systole [5] , (ii) age of the pa- 

ient; younger subjects have higher compliance than older sub- 

ects who are atherosclerotic, and the increased stiffness is con- 

enital [5,15] and (iii) location of implantation; aortic compliance 

s greater proximally due to its high content of elastin, which de- 

reases distally. Conversely, the collagen content is lower prox- 

mally and higher distally [6] . A patient-specific diagnosis, con- 

idering the above points and understanding the interaction be- 

ween the stent-graft and the aortic wall, could lead to more ap- 

ropriate sizing decisions and potentially prevent post-operative 

omplications. 

.5. Future aspects 

To better understand the role of oversizing, it is necessary to 

eplicate the current findings and categorize stented aortas into 

versizing groups. Furthermore, it is observed that the influence of 

he stent-graft on the elastomechanical behavior was transcribed 

ithin the first few hours. Therefore, follow-up studies will de- 

rease perfusion time, with the potential benefit of preserving tis- 

ue integrity for post-processing. As a consequence, mechanical re- 

ponses could be less affected. The current findings relate to the 

hysiological scenario of the healthy state. Perfusion under the hy- 

ertensive scenario would be of interest to compare results be- 

ween scenarios. 

.6. Limitations 

It should be noted that inherent limitations such as connec- 

ive tissue disorders or areas of atherosclerosis that could not be 

xcluded from perfusion may have confounded our results. The 

rientation of the aortic arch is mirrored. Age-related atheroscle- 

otic tissue was excluded from the mechanical assessment which 

imited the sample size. The stress-stretch responses between the 

on-stented and the stented tissue could have been affected by 

he positional difference of the samples. The TEVAR procedure 

as performed outside of the loop and in non-pressurized tissue 

o ensure the stent was deployed properly. ODs were measured 

ith a digital caliper at constant mean pressure. In contrast to the 

linical setting, aortic oversizing was random and based on avail- 

ble stent-graft sizes. Pressure measurements were not recorded 

irectly in the lumen. Dynamic elasticity was not measured af- 

er stent removal because it remains a challenge to withdraw the 

tent-graft without dissecting the aorta and keeping the lumen 

all intact. During the cyclic loading, the MCL captured the passive 

tructural and mechanical alterations. Actual cell-mediated ECM 

hanges within the wall could not be detected. A histological com- 

arison between the donors was not possible with the current pro- 

ocol. 
182
. Conclusion 

For the first time, dynamic perfusion of explanted human tho- 

acic aortas that underwent TEVAR in vitro demonstrated early 

tiffening of the aortic tissue in the post-stented period. Ex vivo 

oss of cyclic compliance describes the compliance mismatch be- 

ween the stent-graft and the aortic wall. Despite the mismatch 

nd oversizing, neither stent-induced injury nor a tendency for 

issue softening of the stented wall was observed. Clinically, lo- 

al and global stent-induced manifestations are challenging. The 

nder-representation of biomechanical and histological properties 

f the aortic tissue makes the present work of high relevance. 

omparisons between non-stented and stented human tissue can 

rovide new insights into the interaction between the endograft 

nd the aortic wall, refine stent-graft design and optimize qual- 

ty of life after TEVAR. Therefore, extensive clinical–experimental 

tudies to further assist in the development of super-adaptable en- 

ografts with natural compliance are crucial. 
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